
Fact Sheet

Immediate Ways to Help Children
When A Traumatic Event Occurs

Check-in with them. Ask them how they are feeling. Address their feelings as best you
can. Rather those feelings are negative or positive. Ask the source of those feelings, ask
"why."
It is okay to invite conversation with them, asking them how they are feeling, what they
are thinking in the moment, what is going on with them, as opposed to telling them what
they may be feeling or thinking. Or how they should be feeling or thinking.
Listen and watch them. Listen more, talk less! When adult are anxious, afraid, or feel they
don’t have the answers, they tend to talk more and listen less.
Hugs, holding, rocking, loving them up, kissing them, reminding them that they are still
good and wonderful children, is always a powerful medicine for healing. Sometimes bad
things happen to good people. It does not take their goodness away. Unfortunately, it can
be a part of living.
Insist on making time for fun activities, family bonding even more so. It does not devalue
or take away from the situation at hand. It can provide a balance to it.
Minimize the amount of time the children are exposed to the media, rather watching it
on TV or in the room when adults are engaged in social media. Also, the adults need to
monitor what they are watching on TV. As they watch TV, it should be more children’s
programming. Monitor the amount of screen time they have in general.
Allow the children to exhibit the behaviors that they do. The adults will need to
determine if this is misbehavior or a behavior(s) response as a result of the trauma and
address that behavior(s) according.
Set some boundaries around who the children are exposed (i.e.: friends, family members).
Sometimes well-intentioned adults can recreate the traumatic moments by constantly
talking to the child/children about it or telling the child/children they must be strong for the
other parent effected by the event. Or, talk to or around the children about how they must
be doing emotionally. This is difficult enough for them as they try to make sense of it all.
Maintain routines as much as possible (breakfast, lunchtime, playtime, dinner, bedtime).
Consistency helps to establish a level of ‘normalcy,’ which has otherwise been turned
upside down by this event.
Speak openly and honestly with them. As it relates to an incident, the adults are to try to
stick to the facts as best they can. It can be tempting to move in the drama of it all.
Children need basic information to specific questions they might ask. And not a lot of
graphic details.
Healing takes time, period! There are no specific timeframes that these children should
be healed by. What we do know that over time, it does get easier to cope with their distress
and the adults in their lives are there to help along the way. 


